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1 Topics

102 Darkness

- Netherlands: Too Big to Handle: Daan Roosegaarde’s delightful transformation of a dyke
- Into the Light: Light vs. Darkness – a love-hate affair
- Dark Sky – Less Light is More: A new approach for planning with lumen
- Playing with Beams: Light artist Philipp Geist sets urban spaces in motion
- Kiruna, Sweden: Dark Metal in Kiruna: What happens when the lights go out in a mining city?
- Middle Page: Facts and figures
- Columbia: Morphing Medellín: A metropolis frees itself from the gloom
- Bahrain: Arabian Nightscapes: What Occident can learn from Orient
- Dreaming the City: Changing urban perception with video art
- Lights out!: Threatened by extinction – starry skies
- Orchestrating the Night: Mobilising masses with light and fire

103 Trees

- Storytellers: From weeping cherry tree to Tomb Raider Roots: a photographic journey
- UrbanTree as Prodigy: A plea for why we need trees in our cities
- Melbourne, Australia: From Melbs’ Elm with Love: How Melbourne’s Urban Forest Strategy brings citizens and trees together
- The Tree Constructor: Ferdinand Ludwig – portrait of a pioneer
- Bangkok, Thailand: Next Stop Metro Forest: How Bangkok follows the treetop path
- USA: Living with a Giant: Pando — the single tree that is a forest
- Middle Page: Facts and figures
- Guabuliga, Ghana: Guardians of the Land: How the people of Guabuliga fight climate change
- Italy: The Invisible Enemy: In Italy a plant pathogen threatens olive trees
- Norway: Sleeping Seeds: The Global Seed Vault in Svalbard: a back-up for the world’s biodiversity
- Norway: “Our Mission is to secure Biodiversity”: An interview with Åsmund Asdal
- Singapore: Green Surprise Dressed in Black: Marina One and its rainforest in the heart of Singapore
- A Walk in the Clouds: Tree houses as objects of fascination
- The Tree as Myth: Reflections on a historical influencer
- Tree People from Dystopia: People’s tendency towards humanizing nature
1 Topics

104 Borders

• Interphase: Photographer Wei Chang from Taipei captures borders between time, space and object

• Ambivalent Borders: What if borders were opportunities?

• China: Smart Barriers: How closed neighborhoods in Chinese cities create identity for their residents

• Urban Polymath: The sociologist Richard Sennett on borders, boundaries, the Brexit and the fear of the unknown

• Israel: Capture the Division: A photographic journey to Israel and the West Bank by Thomas Struth

• Israel: Viewpoint: An opinion on the conflictual relationship between Palestine and Israel

• Venice, Italy: Living where the Wall once Stood: Revisiting the Cold War division of Germany in Venice

• Middle Page: Facts and figures

• Lampedusa, Italy: Entering Europe: How Lampedusa’s identity became entangled with migration

• Nikosia, Cyprus: Urbanism Crossing Lines: The last divided capital in Europe – Nikosia

• The World’s Biggest Canvas: Visual arts and the Frontera between Mexico and the U.S.

• Metamorphosis of a Zone: Interpreting borders as a web of interactions to redefine their purpose

• Desert Cities of Tomorrow: How planners merge Middle Eastern and European ideas in Saudi-Arabia and Egypt

• Denmark: Territories of Entanglement: On the challenges of the Danish coast

105 Mayors

• USA: Synergy Effects: How creativity fuels city development

• Game Changers: The power of city leaders to face global threats

• Barcelona, Spain: Politics out of the Ordinary: Political activist turned establishment politician – Barcelona’s Ada Colau

• Paris, France: In the fast Lane: Between economy and ecology – Anne Hidalgo, Paris

• London, Great Britain: The Mayors of London: A portrait of three office-holders

• Why we need Women Mayors: A plea

• Middle Page: Facts and figures

• Dear Mr. Barber: A letter written by OMA partner Reinier de Graaf

• Tokyo, Japan: The Zero City: Tokyo challenges energy waste and climate change

• Tokyo, Japan: „I would like to show the Model of a Sustainable City to the World“: Interview with Governor of Tokyo Yuriko Koike

• Mexico City, Mexico: The Three Challenges of Claudia S.: Mexico City’s new mayor: a story of hope and misgivings

• Moscow, Russia: Moscow’s new Clothes: The (in) visible transformation of Russia’s capital under Sergei Sobyanin

• USA: Thresholds Towards Resilience: How LaToya Cantrell fights the consequences of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans

• Chemnitz, Germany: City under Shadows: Barbara Ludwig, mayor of Chemnitz, and her attempt to protect urban space from right-wing extremists

• Utila Island, Honduras: Walk of Plastic: Troy Bodden, mayor of Utila Island, Honduras, paves the way for clean beaches

• Amsterdam, Netherlands: Looking after the Nighthawks: The night mayor of Amsterdam: Shamiro van der Geld
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